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Season 47, Episode 14
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Ep. #11738



Aaron drives Abi to the cemetery. He leaves her alone and waits for her by his bike, while Mary shows up. Abi has a sudden flash and in a moment remembers everything: Mary killed Nick. At the police station, Rosanna opts not to press kidnapping charges against Craig and Katie. Craig asks Rosanna to let Parker to visit him later. Simon arrives to give Margo his statement. Alone with Katie, Simon announces that he has come up with a solution he must pretend to murder her. Katie is not thrilled and storms off. Before Margo gets a moments rest, Bob and Dr. Michaels come to the station, concerned about Hal, and reveal that they found a drawing he did of the King of Spades. Meanwhile, Hal, Barbara and Jack get to the funhouse to confront James. Hal admits to Barbara how important it is for him to get Emily back and Barbara is wary when she sees him zoning out. Hal promises her that he is okay and is anxious to take down James. At Java, Ben confronts Isaac about his chronic dating since he lost Bonnie. Isaac decides that he is not going to let Bonnie cast him aside, he is going to fight for her and go to Scotland to prove his love. At the castle, Bonnie prepares for Ians arrival. Ian reintroduces her to his Uncle Garrick and dismisses Billy. He asks Bonnie to marry him. Once alone, Bonnie calls Java, only to learn through a miscommunication that Isaac has left on vacation with his girlfriend. Hurt that he has moved on so quickly, Bonnie agrees to marry Ian, unaware that the Duke spent the past week with his mistress. 
Quest roles:
Jonno Roberts


Writer:
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Director:
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